
Course In Miracles – lesson title Responsibility for Sight. Two years ago I could not 
have told you what the Course in Miracles was even about. I'm not real sure I can now 
either, however, a great insight for me during one of michael's classes was that the
Course itself says, "don't study the Course." Further explaining that you will just develop 
a belief system that won't serve you. I know a lot of churches that have their separate 
belief systems and most really don't serve the people – their dogma does not open 
peoples' sight to see the Truth. The Course says that if you can say something in words 
then it is not the Truth. Wow that is confusing. The Course has the same thought system 
as the Aramaic translation of the scriptures in that both teach true forgiveness – not 
pardoning. That is that if you don't like the output of your mind – then change your mind. 
Michael said the body's mind is the mind of Adam and Adam comes from the root word 
adamos or red clay – we are carbon-based beings. The atomic number for carbon is 6, 
meaning 6 electrons, 6 neutrons and 6 protons. Now this really was an eye opener. The 
number of the beast in scriptures is 666 – it is us – our past not a creature to rise up in our 
future. It is also our generational garbage. In the scriptures it tells that the Jews wandered 
in the desert (the unconscious) until the old generation (from genare meaning cause) died 
off and then they could enter the promise land. Our old 666-memory bank has to die or be 
changed to enter the Promised Land of conscious co-creation. Our mind energy turns into 
the world we see and we will swear it is truly happening. The Course constantly says "the 
world you see" is an overlay. That is what michael teaches, if I am in pain, the pain is 
mine, and it is mine to change. My mind will distort what I am feeling and tell me it is 
out there. Be responsible for sight – the world is not outside. 


